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HOME RULE CHARTER PUBLIC INPUT SESSION 

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, MAIN STREET 

NOVEMBER 8, 2018 

First session, 1:00 PM start 

 

LEGEND: PJM is Paul Miller, SW is Steve Williams, JU is Jasson Urey, PH is Paul Hammill, HJ is 

Hal Johnson, and MJ is Martha Johnson.  “Speaker” refers to audience members with questions or 

comments. 

 

1:00 PM SESSION: PJM: OK, ladies and gentlemen, thank you for attending this first public input 

session of the Home Rule Charter Study Commission. We really appreciate the First Presbyterian 

Church being kind enough to offer us the facility and coffee, water, and whatever you might want. 

My name is Paul Miller; I am the chairman of the group. What we’re trying to do now is…our 

charge was we had to do a thorough study of local government and we spent the last five months of 

meetings doing basically that. Now we want public input. We want to know what you think about 

the local government, and basically there are only going to be three questions. What if anything do 

you like about the way the government in Greenville is run now, what if anything don’t you like, and 

how would you like to see it changed. 

 

The law that established our commission states that all input becomes part of the public record and 

it stays part of the public record for a minimum of five years. So, to that end, this thing that I’m 

holding in my hand is a digital recording device. If you wish to speak to us, we’re going to have you 

recorded. That recording will be part of the public record. Because of that, if you don’t want to 

identify yourself, that’s fine with me. I don’t necessarily need to know your name, but we do need to 

be able to hear what it is you have to say. After this session and another one this evening here, we 

will create a typed transcript of everything that’s been said today. So the audio will be available and 

the typed transcript will be available for public record.  Part of that is just so that you know that 

we’re listening to you. We’re not ignoring anything you say. I can’t guarantee that we will act what 

you might consider favorably on everything you want, but we are going to take it into consideration. 

 

So…whoever wants to be first, I believe Mr. Williams here, because he’s on the end, will be carrying 

this around. First question is: What, if anything, do you like about the government of Greenville?  

Now, to prime the pump a little bit, for example, do you like that all the borough council members 

are elected at large? Or, would you prefer there be wards with a certain number of council members 

elected from each ward?  Do you like that there are seven members of the borough council? Would 

you prefer five, would you prefer nine, eleven, some other number? Do you like that currently there 

are no term limits or would you prefer term limits?  These are just a couple of things that people 

don’t necessarily think when they think in terms of taxation or anything else and do I like the 

government or not.  OK? Volunteer to go first? 
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SW: I’ll stand beside you and hold this or you can hold it.  Speaker: It’s pretty simple. SW: It is. 

Speaker: I’m Andrea Colaiaco and I live on Third Avenue. I would say that what I like about our 

government is that it is a local government and we are encouraged to participate, to speak about 

what’s important to us. And I like what I’ve seen so far in terms of how you guys are handling 

things, because it seems like it very quickly got emotional and times for disagreement and conflict, 

and I like that you’re taking a posture where you’re taking things calm. You’re not stirring the pot, 

adding to the discord. Because I think there’s going to be a lot of discussion and possibly 

disagreement as we go through this. I was a little bit taken aback that it’s started already, because you 

haven’t really come forward with any recommendation, and I really appreciate that we’re getting off 

to a start where you all are keeping cool heads and I hope you can continue to do that.  

 

PJM: Anybody else? What do you like about the Greenville government? 

 

Speaker: I agree with Andrea. I’m Nancy Yauger. I agree with Andrea in our ability to interact with 

our local government. I think that’s what America should be. I think sometimes the power gets 

taken away to Harrisburg or wherever when it needs to be right here where we’re all living. We don’t 

live in Harrisburg and it’s very helpful for us to be able to know people and be able to say what we 

feel without rancor. That’s very helpful. I wish there was some way to take in Hempfield. That’s 

been a long-standing battle and I guess that’s something you can’t really work on right now. The way 

to change it is what we’re doing right here, getting people out, listening to people, not battling, I 

think this is the way local government should be. 

 

SW: I’d like to point out for the record to you that Jasson Urey is sitting in the back of the room. 

He’s the current manager, so any questions can also be directed to him in terms of current borough 

governance or questions of any sort. 

 

PJM: Anybody else? 

 

Speaker: Are there any members of the committee missing today? PJM: Yes, we have two missing.  

Steve Thompson, who is one of the fire department, has to work today.  They don’t have a Monday 

through Friday schedule. And Casey Shilling, I think, is also working right now.  There are a total of 

seven people on this committee. 

 

SW: Maybe you should explain how our meetings are generally held and how they’re open to the 

public and how it’s different from these public hearings as it effects the people here. 

 

PJM: Right. We have determined that we’re going to meet twice a month, which is the second and 

fourth Thursdays of the month, and our meeting location is typically the Greenville Senior Center., 

formally the Rec Center.  The fourth Thursday in November is Thanksgiving Day. That’s not going 

to happen, so that why we’re making the second November meeting the 29th, three weeks from 

today.  As we are right now it’ll be a one o’clock and seven o’clock; it’ll be at the Senior Center 
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downtown.  At these meetings, twice monthly meetings, we have heard presentations, from Jasson 

Urey but also from the Act 47 coordinator, Dr. Mary Hirt about the local government.  If we have 

business to conduct, we can conduct that business there.  We are governed by the Sunshine Law, 

which means that our meetings have to be advertised.  This one was advertised.  If there were 

business to conduct right now, because we have at least a quorum, we have more than four people 

of the seven, we could conduct business now. So that’s typically what we do. Once we have 

completed this today, November 29, and the final day would be December 13, one o’clock and 

seven o’clock at St. Michael’s Church on the West Side, we will meet again the second Thursday in 

January, that’s January 10th, and we will begin the process at that point of combing through what all 

you have to say, seeing what we can do in terms of changing things.  The law that governs us says 

that we have a go/no go point nine months into our 18 month structure. So in March, probably the 

first meeting in March, whatever that second Thursday in March is, we’ll have to decide: yes, we’re 

going to proceed with developing a proposal for a Home Rule Charter which will be put on the 

ballot for the Greenville voters or no; after all the study, all the input, we’ve determined that we’re 

not going to be able to come up with anything that’s any better, so at that point our work would be 

done. It would be speculation for me to say which way we’re going to go, but I would speculate  I 

think what we’ve found is that we probably are going to be able to have some things that would be 

better and then proceed from there. By law we have 18 months.  Eighteen months takes us into 

December of 2019. We started in June of 2018. My plan would be if we are going to propose a 

charter to have that on the ballot in November of 2019. Part of that will be determined by how 

radically we want to change the current government structure, but that’s my mental target for that. 

OK? 

 

PJM: OK, what, if anything, don’t you like? SW: Is Jasson allowed to answer these questions? 

(laughter)  

 

Speaker: It’s not a matter of like or dislike, it’s a concern that under the current setup one size fits 

all. Has that proven to be a hindrance? We’re regulated by the state, and this idea of what a 

municipality is, and you have to operate under that so that one size fits all.  Has that proven to be an 

obstacle or has that proven to be something that’s worthwhile? 

 

PJM: I think a little bit of both.  The analogy I’ve come up with is under the borough code, which is 

what governs Greenville right now, the state’s borough code, we’re only allowed to do what the 

code says we are allowed to do. And my analogy is, your dog’s tied out in the backyard; your dog’s 

on a leash. The dog’s only going to be able to go as far as the leash will let him go. Under a Home 

Rule Charter the borough would be allowed to do, not what they were said to be allowed to do, but 

anything they weren’t forbidden to do. We can’t, as Mrs. Yauger indicated, we can’t change the 

borough boundaries, we can’t annex Hempfield Township. That equivalent, then, is the dog that’s in 

the back yard that’s fenced in. The dog can go anywhere he wants to in the back yard as long as he’s 

inside the fence. And that, I think, is a way to look at it.  It frees us up from some of the regulations 
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that are governing us right now. A Home Rule Charter has been described as a local constitution,  It 

is a constitution that is tailored, not one size fits all, tailored to the local needs and goes from there. 

 

Speaker: …the Home Rule Charter doesn’t leave Greenville footloose.  Greenville would be 

governed by what is specified in the Home Rule Charter just as we are currently governed by what’s 

in the borough code. 

 

SW: Can I address that real quick? One of the things in drafting a Home Rule Charter in 

comparison to the existing borough code, unless you’re a Home Rule Charter everyone in the state 

is existing under the same borough code. We can change one thing if we want.  Anything we don’t 

touch then reverts back to the borough code. It probably won’t happen like that, but as an example. 

Speaker: But if you change it you’re under a Home Rule Charter? SW: Correct. That is correct. But it 

can be that simple. 

 

Speaker: Andrea Colaiaco. I don’t know if Home Rule can do anything about this, but I have 

concerns about the abandoned and decrepit housing in the borough.  At least right now there 

doesn’t appear to be much…. I don’t know if Home Rule can make some changes that would make 

it more likely that we could address that problem. Derelict homes, it’s kind of a … that’s spread to 

the whole neighborhood. I don’t see right now that the borough has a solution. 

 

PJM: That’s a good point, and I think maybe I can address that concern. What the Home Rule 

Charter would do would be to spell out what the borough council could do in terms of passing 

ordinances and taking care of things like that. So the charter itself isn’t necessarily going to be the 

law, it’s going to elaborate and dictate a structure under which the laws can be enacted. So one of 

the things I think we’re hoping for, and as you saw in the article today, is getting the state law to 

change in terms of development of redevelopment authorities. And that would typically be, Andrea, 

what you’re talking about, the establishment of a redevelopment authority that would create a land 

bank in effect. Farrell has done this, and they do it by streets or by blocks where they either tear 

them down or do renovation and then bring in other, if it’s a residential area residents, if it’s a 

business area businesses to occupy those things. That would be something that…my understanding 

is whether the law gets changed or not, and right now you have to have a community of at least 

10,000, and we don’t.  In the 2010 census we came in at about 5,900 or something like that.  Paul’s 

recommendation is to have the law changed so that it could be a community as small as 4,000.  But 

there were inklings at out last meeting that a Home Rule Charter would still allow us, regardless of 

what that state law was, would allow us to permit the borough council to create a redevelopment 

authority that would then be able to address some of those issues that you were talking about. 

 

Speaker: (partially inaudible) than we already have?  PJM: That’s my understanding, yes. That’s my 

understanding.  Now, first of all, anybody, anything else that you have? 
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HJ: Let me take Andrea’s question in a different way.  Is there an abandoned property that you have 

in mind.  I guess a Home Rule Charter will be involved in process. Who do you go to to complain 

about an abandoned property, what action was taken and that sort of thing. So is there some 

abandoned property you have in mind, and who did you go to, what were the results?  Can you 

think of anything? 

 

Speaker: Yes. HJ: And who did you talk to? Speaker: Well, we went down to the courthouse in 

Mercer to see what could be done about this property and there was little we could lean on. We 

didn’t take it up with the borough council because I wasn’t aware that council had any authority to 

do anything about it. That’s one house in my neighborhood that I know about. I might be very 

surprised to find out that there’s several more that I don’t even know about.  And I guess the idea is 

that I don’t want to just complain about it.  We’re in kind of a situation of, now what do we do? 

And have a sense that something can be done. 

 

PJM: One of the things that we can create under a Home Rule Charter that we don’t have right 

now, and there are three that kind of go together. They’re initiative, referendum, and recall. Now, 

the first two, initiative and referendum, refer to borough ordinances. So to take a slant on what 

Andrea just said, let’s say that you’d like to borough to pass an ordinance that had something to do 

with maintenance of housing. And you go to the borough council, and the borough council says, 

“We’ll consider your proposition.  We considered it, we’re not going to do that.  Thank you very 

much, now go away.” Right now, that’s it.  Really, you can complain, you can write a letter to the 

editor, but you can’t do too much about it. Under initiative, a group, and the Home Rule Charter 

would specify how many, a group of voters in the community, could sign a petition and get that 

potential ordinance on the ballot, and the community then could vote on it. So it gives you…it gives 

us, because I’m one of you, too…pass legislation, pass ordinances that for whatever reason the 

council won’t take up.  

 

Referendum is the opposite of that. There’s a borough ordinance that you don’t like. And you go to 

the borough council and you say, “Please, can you do something about this ordinance that we don’t 

like?”  And they say, “Thank you for your input, we’ll consider it. We considered it.  No, we’re not 

going to do anything. Go away.”  Same thing.  A number of voters, registered voters in the 

community, can establish a petition to get on the ballot for the community to decide what, if that 

can be recinded. So that gives direct…maybe not as immediate as we’d like to have it happen, but 

pretty direct input to the populace at large. 

 

Recall deals with members of council.  And basically what it says it that if you think somebody is not 

doing the job, and you would like that person removed from the council, same thing.  You have a 

number of people create a petition, get that on the ballot, and have this person recalled. Typically, 

other Home Rule Charters that we’ve seen have some sort of…nobody can be recalled within the 

first year  they’re in office, let’s say. Because you want to give somebody a chance to work things 

out. Again, that allows the voters to not have to wait four years or three years to vote against 
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somebody; that person can be removed. Those are things that I would personally like to see as part 

of any Home Rule Charter proposal that we would generate for the community. I think again it gives 

much more community input into what’s going on in the borough. So, again, that frees us up quite a 

bit and allows more input in that regard.  Anything else?  Yes? 

 

Speaker: What happens to the houses that are also empty?  Is there anything else that the borough 

itself can do? Send them a letter, how do we get them fixed or whatever? 

 

PJM: I think we need Jasson for this one. 

 

JU: Well, we have a list of about 14 properties that are actually abandoned properties where the 

homeowner and they are sitting there, just sitting there, and we try to get ahold of the owner.  There 

are other properties in town that are vacant, but truly abandoned properties, there are about 14 of 

them. We’ve been keeping an eye on them. The process that we use…we try to do it through code, 

code violations or the code office, but again it can’t …the property owner, a lot of times those 

letters come back. For us to legally do something with that, it’s quite a lengthy process, we actually 

have to advertise that on a regular basis in several publications. Like, if we were going to tear the 

house down it goes through quite a lengthy process.  The problem with all of it comes down to 

money. We’re very limited on our funding. We don’t really have a fund set up to address these 

issues.  That’s why, you know the talk of a redevelopment authority, if you have an authority that 

has some sort of a funding mechanism, then it’s a little easier to address.  But it comes down to 

money.  Right now what we use to address some of these issues is our Community Development 

Block Grant money. But the caveat that comes with that is if you use any of that money to demolish 

any homes there’s a lien put on that property.  That lien sits on that property until it’s bought. So 

most homes, you know, six to eight thousand dollars to tear down. If you’re talking a block of 

properties it takes probably a year, year and a half to do all the paperwork that’s required  to tear that 

block of properties down. Asbestos reviews, verifying that the contractors are actually bonded and 

stuff. So it’s a very difficult thing to address when the properties are abandoned. It’s easier to 

address if you have a property owner who may not want the property but is willing to sign it over to 

you.  What happens to a lot of these properties, as mentioned earlier, is that they have a lien against 

them. So if the borough was to go in and take responsibility for that property, now we’re responsible 

for the liens. So there’s a lot of tools out there, but there’s not one that’s the same. Every single 

property has its own set of circumstances and issues. 

 

Speaker: (inaudible)…that’s the same money that can be used to rehab some of those properties.  

JU: Absolutely. 

 

Speaker: I realize that money is a definite issue in the borough of Greenville, but is there any way 

we can put a squeeze on the non-profits, with the largest being Thiel College and the Greenville 

Hospital? 
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SW: The simple answer is no. We learned real fast that that’s a state law, and we can’t touch state 

laws.  That’s like that across the entire state of Pennsylvania, and it applies to every community. 

 

Speaker: Do they all give some?  SW: They’re all tax-exempt and you can’t change it. 

 

JU: (inaudible) It’s called PILOT program, Payment In Lieu Of Taxes,  and we send letters out to 

every tax-exempt property in the borough, this church included, asking for a donation.  And we do 

get donations.  The hospital is one of the biggest contributors; they do donate to the borough on an 

annual basis, about $30,000, but that’s the majority of the donations that we get. 

 

PJM: Another aspect of that, I think, is that the non-profits will claim, with a pretty strong degree of 

accuracy, that they are contributing to the economy of the borough. Thiel students, Thiel employees 

spend money.  If Thiel College was not here, if those were vacant buildings, there’s a significant 

amount of money that would not be coming into Greenville. And the hospital, the churches, the 

school, all that falls into that category.  While the college and the hospital are themselves not taxable 

under real estate taxes, the borough residents who are employed there pay an earned income tax. So 

that contributes as well to the general overall well being. That would be the response, and I think 

with a marked degree of accuracy that they would have in that regard.  Does that mean that if a 

building catches fire on Thiel campus and the Greenville Fire Department shows up and puts it out 

that Thiel paid for that?  No it does not. Because the Fire Department is paid for by real estate taxes. 

So it’s really not all that clear-cut, unfortunately. 

 

Speaker: Getting back to what Nancy started out talking about, that it would be nice if we could 

combine with communities in the area. Home Rule, is it possible that that could make us more 

attractive in terms of cooperative arrangements, particularly Hempfield since they are our neighbor?  

 

PJM: I think what would make us more attractive would be for us to be on a more sound financial 

footing. Right or wrong, I think the viewpoint now is that one of the other areas, Hempfield or 

West Salem or whatever would be, quote, bailing us out.  If we got ourselves to the point where we 

didn’t require bailing out, that might make a cooperative venture more attractive to both 

communities, and the two that come immediately to mind to me are a regional police force and a 

regional fire department, both of which are paid for right now by Greenville taxpayers, and that 

might be something that could happen.  In terms of a governing structure, I’m not quite as 

comfortable that that might happen, but it could.  To answer your question: Would Home Rule help 

that?  If Home Rule helped us become more financially solvent, then the answer would be yes. If for 

whatever reason it wouldn’t, then no.  That’s going to be extraneous to the opportunity to combine. 

 

Speaker: Many of us here might recall the heyday of Greenville, the glory days, and Hempfield did 

not want any part of us then, so now in our worse times they won’t help to do that. 
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Speaker: David Dobi, East Avenue. Is there any correlation between enacting a Home Rule Charter 

and exiting Act 47 status? 

 

SW: That’s a tough one. (laughter at the table) 

 

HJ: A Home Rule Charter will not get us out of Act 47, but a Home Rule Charter will keep us from 

falling back into Act 47. How’s that? 

 

Speaker: So part of that answer is that a Home Rule Charter (rest inaudible, dealt with taxation) 

 

HJ: Yes. 

 

PJM: Good. I get to talk about Grandma going to jail now. (general laughter) That would be part of 

it. But part of it as well could be a redevelopment authority that may be able to create an economic 

development zone, which we can’t do right now, and that might attract more business, might attract 

more industry, might attract more residents.  And then, should those things happen, then yes, we 

can point to the Home Rule Charter and say this definitely helped us emerge from Act 47 because 

under it abcd happened. But it’s not just the taxation. That would be a potential area that we’re 

going to look at. If you read Mr. Williams’s article today you’d know that one of the things I said, in 

addition to throwing Grandma in jail, was that I would certainly push for any increase in earned 

income tax being accompanied by a decrease in millage on real estate property taxes.  The numbers 

aren’t exact, but the one we got from the earned income tax collection agency at the beginning of 

2018, in 2017 510 Greenville residents paid zero earned income tax.  Another four hundred thirty-

some paid, earned between $1 and $4,000. Now in Pennsylvania retirement income isn’t taxed, so 

my speculation is that most of those 510 people that paid zero, their complete income consisted of 

Social Security, pensions, some retirement funds.  Many of them may very well be the 59% that own 

homes that are paying the real estate tax.  So if we tied a rise in earned income tax to a mandatory 

lowering of real estate tax, those people would get a break. And anybody that lived in Greenville and 

worked in Greenville that owned a home in Greenville would pay a little bit more, but it would be 

offset some by the fact that their real estate taxes would come down, too. 

 

Alright?  Now again, we’re early days in terms of talking our way through this and figuring out how 

we’re going to do everything else.  My personal sense, though, is that in the taxation part of it that’s 

what I would push for. I would push for a reduction in real estate millage if there is an increase in 

earned income tax.  And again, what the Home Rule Charter would do , it would allow the council 

to move in that direction. By the charter we would set a cap, probably, on how far it could rise. But 

it would also then, if we were going to accompany that with a reduction in millage, we would specify 

what that would be, too. 

 

MJ: To add to that, as far as getting out of Act 47, it’s the same answer to how do we make 

ourselves attractive to other communities to do cooperative things. Our exit plan for getting out of 
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Act 47 is going to require us to have a projected financial solvency, so that’s on that list.  One thing 

about the EIT tax is that’s a more stable tax; it’s an easier tax to collect. We’re looking a huge 

numbers, really, as far as uncollected property taxes. That’s a county affair.  The EIT tax is 

something…we can’t project how many people are going to work and at what rate, but we can 

project that almost 100% of that tax is going to be collected, which makes it something that we can 

count on a little bit. 

 

SW: To give you an idea of where Greenville stands on that, the Pennsylvania rate of uncollectable 

property taxes is around 5%. Ours is around 12%. 

 

PJM: And part of the Grandma going to jail misunderstood comment was that over 20 properties 

listed in the 37-page list we got have been at least 10 years delinquent on their taxes. Another 10 or 

11, in addition to those 20, another 10 or 11 go back into the 1990s. They are 20 years or more 

delinquent. Not attempting to be sarcastic, but if Grandma hasn’t paid her real estate tax in 20 years, 

the county can give her a nice place to live and three square meals a day and she’d be fine that way. 

(inaudible comment from audience, general laughter) I took the list the other day and added it up. 

The people that are 20 years delinquent, just the taxes themselves, the taxes owed to the borough 

themselves, from those people total over $100,000. [CORRECTION: that total is actually $16,184] 

Same thing for the people who are 10 years or more delinquent. When you add…the county assesses 

an interest and a penalty fee, the total number then goes up to well over $200,000. 

[CORRECTION: the total is $184,801.] We can put a lot of policemen on the streets for that. And 

those are just, that’s, 40 out of 290-some properties that are listed. Some of them are only a year 

delinquent, some of them are two or three years delinquent. Those are the quote worst of the worst. 

And that’s what I was referring to in terms of should somebody be in jail or not, not Grandma 

didn’t make the payment last month so lock her up. 

 

Speaker: I was curious why those properties weren’t sold at tax sale, but they probably have so much 

back taxes against them that the properties aren’t worth that much. Is that correct? 

 

PH: No. Yes and no.  It’s not as cut and dried as it sounds.  Because Pennsylvania passed a law that 

they technically won’t throw you out of your home. So even though you owe back taxes, they 

threaten you but they never actually show up and throw you out of your house. Yes, our tax issues 

and liens on the properties, investors don’t want to touch that. And then it comes down to, your 

neighbor’s been there for ten years not paying taxes, if it comes to a tax sale you could buy it, but 

you don’t want to throw them out on the street either. So you just leave it alone.  It’s a very 

complicated…it’s not as cut and dried as people make it out to be. And I know I was one of those 

people for the longest time, “let’s get rid of them, let’s tear it down,” but I’ve learned the hard way 

that it’s not that simple. The redevelopment authority would be a good direction for us to go, 

whether we get the state law passed or whether Home Rule Charter passes it.  But it still…it’s not 

the knight in shining armor for us, because even if we have a redevelopment authority we still have 

to fund it somehow. And there’s a whole new challenge at that point to figure out how to fund it. 
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Speaker: Would Home Rule both judiciously and (inaudible, dealing with management) would it 

solve getting people to pay their taxes, etcetera. 

 

JU or PH: The simple answer is it can’t make you do anything.  We can’t make you do anything. 

There’s not a law that says if you don’t pay your taxes you can be arrested.  The county can’t do that, 

the state can’t do that. We can’t force people to do anything, and that’s a lot of the … people 

complain that the grass isn’t being cut and we’re not doing anything about it. That’s not true.  We do 

cite the people. That’s all we’re allowed to do by law. We can’t go in there and say “Go outside and 

cut the grass right now.” Now we could, if we had the staff and the ability, we could send our guys 

in and cut it and put a lien on them, but we don’t have the money or the staff to do that. So it’s not 

an easy solution. 

 

Speaker: Are you saying that (inaudible) 

 

PH: Correct.  On those problems that is correct. 

 

Speaker: (first part inaudible)…there are two trees that are in the process of decay. And my great 

fear is that one of these days I’m going to be driving up East Avenue and they’re going to fall on me. 

I don’t mind pain as long as it’s yours. When it becomes my pain, it becomes very personal. And I’m 

anti-pain except when it’s yours. So are you saying that, even under those circumstances, that Home 

Rule will not judiciously solve that problem of those trees?  Because I talked to one of the council 

members who said we have to check with the code guy if they are even permitted to contact the 

people who own the property on which those trees sit before anything could be done.  And maybe 

they might not be able to force them to cut the trees down. It’s a danger.  Each day those trees are 

decaying a little bit more. And my welfare could be at stake. 

 

PJM: You want to address that a little bit, Jasson? 

 

JU: Those trees specifically we have addressed with the homeowners, we have no ordinance on the 

books that addresses trees. Generally boroughs have to power to put into place a shade tree 

commission.  That shade tree commission is not on the books any more.  That how specifically trees 

are addressed in a municipality through a shade tree commission. We do not have that right now. It 

was active until, don’t quote me on this, we’ll say 2012 and the shade tree commission was dissolved.  

It was not active, they were not doing anything.  Generally those become active when you’re looking 

at putting in those shade trees. We’ll come in and line the streets with all the trees and stuff, and 

then when it comes to the point of those trees needing to be removed and dying, that’s the costly 

part of the shade tree commission for the property owners.  So the shade tree commission, you can’t 

find members to serve on them or they don’t address the issues.  So there’s not an ordinance on the 

books for a shade tree commission and property maintenance because it’s not addressed. 
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Speaker: So Home Rule probably would not solve that problem? 

 

PJM: Probably not, but through a redevelopment-type of authority if we reestablished that. But the 

state law says you can’t make them.  We can’t do anything that the state law covering all 

Pennsylvanians says yea or nay on. 

 

SW: The thing about a Home Rule Charter…and keep in mind when we first got into this we were 

sitting out there (indicates audience). We’re just the people elected to try to figure this out. It’s an 

outline; the Home Rule Charter is an outline. If you go on line and look at other towns’ charters that 

you can find very easily, they’re actually very short. The in between the lines is filled in by the 

council or the governing body. The Home Rule Charter gives them more leeway. The dog’s not on 

the leash anymore, it’s running around in the yard, but it’s still inside the fence.  So the governing 

body of Greenville, the council, fills in those details that would specifically address those kinds of 

issues, the actual tax rates.  We’re not setting tax rates.  We’re just giving the ability to be set by you 

to set a higher tax rate or to add a redevelopment commission or to make a shade tree commission. 

So that’s really what it comes down to. 

 

Speaker: (inaudible) 

 

SW: Well, the redevelopment committee…as Paul Hammill said, the problem with the 

redevelopment committee is that it takes funds and Paul Miller said how successful Farrell’s was, is, 

but it had seed money from Farrell Steel or one of their factories.  They got all the money from that, 

and that was their seed money for their redevelopment authority, which then allowed them to 

proceed with what they’re doing and in simple terms it’s like the water authority here in Greenville. 

It’s like its own business; it does the work and you pay them, so it would operate along the same 

lines. But it needs seed money to start. 

 

PJM: Anybody else? 

 

Speaker: I’m on the planning commission.  My name is Keith (?) Martin. When I first started you 

weren’t in your position yet (referring to Jasson Urey) and one of the first things I did was look into 

Home Rule out of the planning commission and no one else was interested in it.  But one of the 

things that was happening at that time was the rec department was a huge money drain on the town.  

And not that many people were availing themselves of services related to the rec department.  But 

the state of Pennsylvania requires boroughs to have a recreation department and to fund it.  So even 

if there are, for example, only 10 people who want the pool to remain open then it pretty much had 

to keep going until they had enough reasons to not.  I like the idea of changing to a Home Rule 

Charter because we would have the opportunity when we defined the charter to eliminate some 

things that are required of boroughs that are expensive that might have sounded good on paper, 

they might sound good to someone in Harrisburg who don’t live in a town like Greenville.  Some of 

what you’re talking about with the dilapidated houses and abandoned homes, that’s really more of a 
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symptom of other problems. It won’t matter what exactly is done about those homes. That’s a 

symptom of this being a dying community. It’s losing population. It also has a dynamic where the 

borough controls one set of rules, but the school board controls another set of rules that involve 

taxes on people, and they have been operating as an entity that appears to believe that we’re going to 

have an increase in population and spending money and raising taxes. As long as the borough is 

fighting against that.  And…I love Thiel, I’m a Thiel alumnus, but Thiel is, in my opinion, a net drag 

on Greenville’s economy because of the no property taxes and they effectively lower the average 

salary here because they have a benefit that other businesses can’t provide of free tuition after a 

period of time to children of employees. To me, Thiel could shut down tomorrow and some other 

business could come in there and provide actual corporate taxes.  I appreciate what you’re doing, 

and I certainly, everyone that I talk with I’m going to say I hope we make this move.  You 

mentioned the fire department. It’s great that we have one.  However that has effectively become 

the fire department to the entire region because nobody else has employees; they’re volunteers.  

There could be a fire on the other side of Commodore Perry High School, and our fire people might 

be the first ones there.  Because it takes time for people to get off of work and drive home from 

wherever they are to fight fires. And out of whatever sense of civic responsibility or guilt, we 

continue to fund a fire department that we really can’t afford. So I’d like us to be able to make those 

decisions.  Sometimes it’s what it takes in a situation like that is for the hypothetical Greenville Fire 

Department to be cut back and then the other communities will be required to step up and be 

required to be part of a regional fire department or man their own people so we don’t have to use 

our resources and risk our people’s lives in order to fight their fire. 

 

Speaker: I think the communities like Sharon, Hermitage, Farrell have become Home Rule and it 

seems to have been helping them because about 10 years ago I was kind of involved in the whole 

area, and when they went into Home Rule it became very advantageous that they were able to make 

changes in how they functioned, and they are functioning better now than they did.   Greenville is 

never going to be the same as it was when we came to town in the heyday.  The town has changed, 

the people have changed, and so it makes sense for us to make changes. Wishing we could go back 

25, 30, 40 years, it’s just not going to happen. And so, as thinking people, we have to decide for 

ourselves what’s going to work better in our area. Harrisburg’s not going to save us, federal 

government is not going to save us, so we need to do something different.  And I think that just the 

fact that we have people in our community that are willing to listen and to work, it’s huge.  Some 

communities would never work together, would never help each other.  So I think we need to build 

on that and I’m glad I live here. 

 

PJM: We’re advertised to run from 1 to 2, it’s almost two o’clock, does anybody have any further 

insights, questions, concerns? 

 

Speaker: So Home Rule isn’t a panacea? 
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PJM: No.  If there is a panacea I’ll be happy to pursue it.  But no.  I offer this up, I think, as a step 

toward improvement. 

 

Speaker: Has the commission been able to identify five or more advantages to Home Rule as 

opposed to the form of government we currently have and maybe some disadvantages you’ve seen 

along the way? 

 

PJM: If I try to sound like I’m stalling on your question, that I think is going to come up in January 

and February as we sit down and look at what we’ve learned about the local government and taking 

public input and going from there. At some point we will do that.  Right now the answer’s no, we 

can’t do that. 

 

MJ: We’ve had very little discussion, and it has been suggested to me we’re just in that learning 

process right now.  

 

SW: And I’d imagine we’re going to have more public hearings before we take that next big step. 

 

PJM: Well, after we’re done with the next three sessions of input meetings, we have between 

January and March to determine go or no go.  If we are going to pursue putting a Home Rule 

Charter in front of the voters or no, we can’t, we can’t determine that we can come up with anything 

that’s any better.  So that’s probably the next big step.  Between January and March I think the 

discussions are going to be the thing that you said.  What would be the advantages of having a 

Home Rule Charter compared to what we have now?  If there are disadvantages, what would they 

be? Can they be overcome? Would they overshadow what the advantages are? I think all those 

things are going to be part of that two, two and a half month discussion before we determine if 

we’re going to proceed with trying to put a charter together or no, we can’t do any better than we 

are right now. 

 

Speaker: So you basically vote in March? 

 

PJM: Correct.  Correct.  We would be…I’m sure there are t’s to cross and i’s to dot and forms to fill 

out, but we basically would be done at that point, yes. 

 

Speaker: If that gives, what happens then? 

 

PJM: We have another…we have a total of 18 months, so we have until December, then it would 

be, to formulate a charter, as I said earlier I would love to have this on the ballot in November of 

2019.  It has to be voted on by the voters in Greenville. 

 

Speaker: We would be voting what? If we would have a charter or not? 
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PJM: Well, what we would do is we would have the charter done.  That has to be done within 60 

days of the election, so to me after March the next big date to me is early September. So that we 

have something finished at that point to put on the ballot.  Between March and September my sense 

is that we would develop a draft version of a charter, get it printed, and have another set of what 

we’re having right now. People come in, we would give you a copy, take it home with you.  We 

would explain to you what the high points or low points are, we would say please share this with 

your neighbors and friends.  We’ll be back in two weeks and have input from you on what you think 

of it.  Once that sequence happened we would come back, you would say “I think that’s bad” that 

we would take that input. Then we would do a revised version of the charter and the same thing 

would happen.  Get it printed, hand it out, explain it, talk to your neighbors and friends.  That 

would have to be done then by early September. Because then it goes on the ballot and when you 

walk into the polling place, yes, I vote in favor of adopting the Home Rule Charter or no.  If the 

vote is yes by law the charter can’t be amended within five years.  I think the idea is we didn’t get 

this way overnight, we’re not going to get out of it overnight. So we have to give it an opportunity to 

work.  If the vote is no, it can’t come up again for, I’ve seen two different numbers, I’ve seen either 

two years or five years. And that’ll be it. And in the end the seven of us will be dancing in the end 

zone someplace (general laughter). 

 

Speaker: I just wanted to thank everybody here for all your time and dedication.  It’s a job that none 

of us want to do and we just want to thank you. 

 

Speaker: I can’t tell you the secret of success, but I can tell you the secret of failure: try to please 

everyone. And you should be commended for taking on this high-salaried job. (laughter)  

 

Speaker: I believe you’ve considered the process of changing the structure of leadership for the 

borough or whatever it would be called.  And I want to add an appeal to at least consider that, 

because even though that’s how it’s been here forever, with a weak mayor and a strong council, the 

average person who says things to me seems to think that the mayor has power. And that 

misconception causes a lot of people to be agitated about our local government.  They think the 

people on council are usurping the authority of the mayor, or that the mayor’s lazy, or we thought 

he was a great man but now he’s not doing anything.  So if you could repair that by changing either 

to a strong mayor system or eliminate the mayor or whatever, that’s I think that would be a good 

thing. 

 

PJM: That’s certainly one of the things we’ll be looking at, yes.  

 

SW: I think for me that’s one of the biggest things as well. We just haven’t come to that part yet.  

We’ve been learning like Martha said, so far, but that certainly is a big subject, yes. 

 

HJ: I’d like to ask the gentleman: strong mayor or eliminate the mayor.  Which would you prefer? 
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Speaker: I prefer a strong mayor, but then I don’t even know if I’m sure which would be which, but 

if you’re going to have a mayor the mayor should have an actual veto power over council that has to 

be overridden by some kind of larger vote. That’s just the general American law form. So it confuses 

people if a group of people have a lot of power, and then the mayor can veto but the veto means 

nothing because they’d just vote again and then it’s over with. It shouldn’t just be a ceremonial 

position. 

 

JU: If I can comment, the mayor does have that power currently.  It would have to go back to 

council and then it would get voted on with a higher majority of votes than it did the first time.  He 

does currently have the ability to do that.  For example, if a vote is cast and four members of council 

vote for it,it would have to be five members or more in order for that veto to get overturned. 

 

Speaker: Is the mayor in charge?  JU: what do you mean by ‘in charge’? Speaker: I mean…my sense 

is that the mayor position in this town has a limited power over everything the council does. Am I 

incorrect in that? 

 

PH: No, that’s incorrect. I actually, personally, we get confused because where we live when we 

watch the news every night we’re mostly watching Ohio news.  And Ohio does things completely 

different from us, so you’ll be hearing ‘the mayor did this, the mayor did that’. Well, it doesn’t work 

like that here.  Just like you’ll see Youngstown. ‘we tore down 10 houses today.’ Why can’t we do 

that?  Well, unfortunately it’s easier for them than it is for the Commonwealth.  But the mayor does 

have certain powers under current rule.  I mean, he does technically oversee the police department.  

He doesn’t run the police department, he oversees the police department. He does have the ability 

to veto. 

 

Speaker: Who does run the police department? 

 

PH: Right now our lieutenant does, he runs the day-to-day operations of the police department. 

 

Speaker: Who does he report to? 

 

PH: He reports to the borough manager, who is currently our acting public safety director.  Jasson 

mostly does the administrative part. 

 

Speaker: The actual public safety director, if we had one, who would that person report to?  PH: 

The council.  Speaker: The council?  That’s what I’m talking about, there’s the opinion that the 

council is like Congress in regards of the military. Instead of the President being in charge of the 

military. But if you have the police or have a chain of command that ends with Congress instead of 

the President, and I think if you’re going to have a system where the President isn’t really in charge 

of some of the more important things in the town, just as the mayor isn’t, then you might as well 

eliminate the mayor. 
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MJ: I think what I find, and we have a copy of the mayor’s handbook, and a lot of it’s antiquated, a 

lot of it’s coming from as early as the early 1800s and we’re living in a very different time.  And I 

think, I agree that it’s something that we need to really seriously look at, and defining terms.  

Because when you say that the mayor oversees the police department, what does that mean?   You 

know, it’s not well defined at all. And so I think that’s something that we definitely want to talk 

about addressing. 

 

SW: And it’s just another reason why, when it comes time to vote on it, we have to tell people ‘hey, 

it’ll make it better for these reasons.’ Don’t just believe everything you read on the editorial page. 

 

PJM: Anything else from anybody else?  Thank you very much for coming.  As you may have seen 

in the newspaper ads you are certainly welcome to come to any and all of the remaining meetings.  

We will be here again in this room this evening at 7:00 o’clock, then on the 29th of November at 1:00 

and at 7:00 o’clock again at the Senior Center, and on December 13 at 1:00 and at 7:00 o’clock at St. 

Michael’s Church.  Please encourage your friends, your neighbors to come out.  Even if they don’t 

have anything to say, if they just want to hear what’s going on, what other people are thinking, if 

they have questions we’ll be more than happy to answer them to the best of our ability.  Once again, 

thank you very much, have a good day, and we’ll see you.  OK, bye. 

 

Second session, 7:00 PM 

 

PJM: OK, folks, it is seven o’clock, we’d like to get started.  My name is Paul Miller, I am the 

chairman of the Home Rule Study Commission. And what we’re going to do tonight is a 

continuation of something we started this afternoon and will work through 2018, and that’s having 

an opportunity to take input from the public on just about anything you wanted to tell us about the 

Greenville government.  We are by law require to keep records of everything that we do, and that 

includes this, which is an audio recording device, a digital recording device.  When you’re finished, 

sometime next week today’s audio will get put into a website, where it can be accessed, I believe. 

And I will also have a typed transcript of everything that was said in both meetings. That will 

happen again on the 29th when we meet twice at the Senior Center, and it will also happen again 

twice on the 13th of December when we meet at St. Michael’s Church.  Part of that is so that when 

we get together again in January and start working through this, we’re not going to all be able to 

remember specifically…did somebody say something about this or when was this…we’ll have the 

typed transcript of it.  And then you as the citizens will be able to know that if you have made a 

comment to us, it’s there, it’s written down, it’s in part of the public record.  The law states that that 

has to be part of the public record for at least five years. So along those lines, what will happen 

tonight is if you have an issue or a comment or a question or some input into our questions, you’ll 

have this thing stuck in front of you.  If you want to identify yourself, that’s fine. If you don’t, that’s 

fine too, because the fact that you said abc will be part of the public record, and if you don’t want 

your name associated with that, I don’t have a problem with that.  Just so you’re aware that that’s 
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what’s going to happen as a consequent of what goes on here this evening, and again later in the 

month and finally in December. 

 

Our charge is that we have 18 months from start to finish to come up with a Home Rule Charter 

proposal if we are going to do that.  We are now five months into that process. This is the start of 

month number six. So you know, we have a go/no go point nine months into the 18 at which point 

we will decide as a committee yes, we do want to proceed with a Home Rule Charter and put it in 

front of the voters or no, no, we can’t come up with anything better than what we have right now; 

we’re not going to proceed. If we do vote no, this would be in March, if we do vote no then that’s it; 

we’re done. I anticipate that that will not be the case, but it could be.  We have spent the last five 

months taking a lot of input from a variety of people on the current state of government in 

Greenville.  My intent is that when we come back in January we will sit down with all of this and all 

that, and we’ll have January, February, and part of March where we will say what can we do to make 

things better, or can we make anything better? And we’ll go from there.  You are welcome to speak, 

speak at length if you wish tonight.  Everybody is welcome again to go to the meeting at the Senior 

Center on the 29th, either the afternoon or the evening, welcome to go again to the meetings at St. 

Michael’s Church, the afternoon and evening of December 13.  

 

 Just to give you a timeline frame, what I anticipate is this: if we decide that we’re going to put 

together a charter for the voters to examine, we will come up with a draft version of that charter. We 

have a grant that is going to enable us to get multiple copies of that printed, and then I anticipate we 

will repeat this process.  We will come here, hopefully, and I want to thank the Presbyterian Church 

for being so generous in allowing us to use the space.  There’s coffee, there are little snacks over 

there, there’s water if you wish.  But we would come back here, we would hand out the draft version 

of the proposal, we would explain it, and then we would say ‘take this home. Read it.  Give a copy to 

your neighbors.  We’ll be back in two or three weeks and see what you have to say.’ And then we 

would come back in two or three weeks and say ‘OK, folks, give us your reaction.’ If some of the 

things were reacted to strongly enough, then we would do an amended version. Same thing.  ‘Here’s 

the amended version of the charter proposal.  Take it home, study it, yada yada yada.’ We have to 

have what’s going to be voted on no less than 60 days before the election.  And my intent would be 

to have this voted on in November of 2019.  So that means that what I just got done telling you 

would be completed by the end of August or very early in September.  And then it would be a sales 

job, and we would be coming to meetings and saying ‘we would like you to vote on this, vote yes on 

it’ and go from there. So that’s our time frame, and it’s a little bit fluid, but not really.  We’re … the 

clock’s ticking, and we want to be sure we get as much public input as we can and have this be as 

effective as it can be.   

 

One of the things that we talked about is that Home Rule will change the way the borough is 

governed and cornered in.  And right now we are under the state’s borough code. And the borough 

code basically says that we can only do what the borough code says we’re allowed to do. And I liken 

that, my analogy, and I’m not real sure how accurate it is, but I think fairly accurate: your dog’s in 
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the back yard, but your dog’s on a leash. The dog can only go wherever the leash is going to let the 

dog go and other than that, too bad. You’re done. Under a Home Rule Charter the borough can do 

anything except what the state law says that it can’t do. And that would be the equivalent of having 

your dog in the back yard that’s fenced in. The dog can run all over the yard and go wherever he 

wants to go, but once he gets to the fence he’s got to stop. So that’s what we’re looking at in terms 

of the difference between what do we have now and what could develop as we go forward. 

 

This evening we’re looking, I’m looking for basically three things. First of all, what if anything do 

you like about the way the current Greenville government is structured? Second, what if anything 

don’t you like about it? And then third, how would you like to see it changed? And then that’s going 

to be part of the public input that we have moving forward. Now some of the people I’ve talked to, 

as soon as we say ‘what do you like about the government’ they’re shaking their heads and 

everything else.  Among other things, right now your borough council is elected at large. It’s not this 

way, but theoretically it could be that all of them live on the same street. Do you like that?  Or do 

you prefer to have wards, where each neighborhood would have a particular council person? Do you 

like that there are seven on the borough council? It could be five, it could be nine, it could be 11, it 

could be almost any number. So that would be some of the things.  Do you like that there are no 

term limits? Somebody that’s really popular and doing a really good job could go for years and years 

and years and years. So those are some of the things when you think in terms of ‘what do I like, 

what don’t I like’ that may be part of the equation. So, I think Mr. Williams because you’re on the 

end, although maybe we should make Casey do this because …he doesn’t have a seat in the corner. 

He wasn’t here this afternoon.  Now I understand some people were busy, they were working and 

all that, but either you or Steve. Steve understands how this works a little bit, so maybe you want to 

hand it to him. OK, so to start. Anybody.  Is there anything that you like about the way the 

Greenville borough is governed and you’d like to see kept no matter what. 

 

SW: I’ll walk to you and stand beside you and hold this or you can hold it yourself. 

 

PJM: It’s pretty good, but I don’t necessarily know that if I just held it up here it would pick up 

everybody’s voice. I’m going to be charged with sitting there and typing it all out, and I want to be 

able to hear what’s going on. OK. (pause) Nobody’s really… 

 

Speaker: I have a question. The comment you made about the dog leash and the fence…can you 

give some examples of particulars in what we would be able to do under home rule, and specifically 

what you people up there would like to see us be able to do? 

 

PJM: Yeah. One of the things right now, because we’re not a big enough borough, under the 

borough code we cannot have a redevelopment authority. Now, Mr. Hammill is beginning the 

process of trying to get the state law to change.  Right now you have to have a borough population 

of a minimum of 10,000 in order to be able to have a redevelopment authority. In the 2010 census, 

Greenville’s population was something like 58 or 5900. So we don’t qualify under that particular 
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area. Paul’s recommendation and what he’s working on is that that number would be dropped to 

4,000. If you have 4,000 people you could do a redevelopment authority.  Under Home Rule, 

though, we could allow the borough council to create a redevelopment authority whether the 10,000 

got changed to four or not. And that would then give that group the opportunity to deal with 

abandoned and blighted areas, to create possibly an economic development zone to perhaps attract 

business and industry. That would be one thing, certainly, that Home Rule would allow us to do that 

the state doesn’t allow us to do because the state doesn’t say we can do it because we’re not big 

enough. 

 

SW: Probably, I’ll just say it, the most popular answer to that, in Paul’s analogy the fence would be 

the state law. The one thing the state can’t change is that no city or municipality can change tax 

exempt properties.  That cannot be changed; you can’t touch that. 

 

PJM: One of the things we’re finding is there is a lot we can’t do. We can’t change the borough 

boundary lines. So even if we would want to unilaterally annex Hempfield Township, we can’t do 

that. The borough boundary is what it is; it’s 1.89 square miles and that’s it.  It’s going to stay that 

way, and under Home Rule we can’t do that. That’s part of the fence that the dog can’t get out from 

around that. (pause) This doesn’t need to be really structured.  We’ll take questions, we’ll take input 

of any kind. 

 

Speaker: I’ve lived overseas for so many years, so I don’t know all the ins and outs.  But if we can’t 

change the borough boundary line, who can? If we can’t do it, who could change that?  

 

PJM: My understanding is it can only be changed with the mutual consent of two groups. So let’s 

say, hypothetically, that the voters in Hempfield Township and the voters in Greenville borough 

wanted to create one…whatever it was going to be called, the borough of Greenville or whatever 

the name of it was going to be, they could petition and get that on the ballot and vote it in. Other 

than that, I guess the state could dissolve Greenville. 

 

PH: An interesting little fact that I discovered accidently, not that I don’t ..exercise.  But it turns out 

that any borough that originally was founded out of a township, council could actually enact that we 

dissolve the borough back to the original township. The only question we aren’t sure which 

township Greenville really came out of. It would probably cause a lot of problems if we would do 

that.  PJM: Whatever it was it was 180 years ago.  PH: Exactly. I was looking up answers for 

questions like that, if we could to that, and I found that. 

 

PJM: I think the likelier scenario might be assuming that Home Rule helped us get out of the Act 47 

situation that we’re in now, that there could be creation of a regional fire department which would 

be, maybe Greenville/Hempfield, maybe Greenville/Hempfield/ West Salem, whatever it would be.  

There could be the creation of a regional police force. Same thing, instead of having Hempfield 

Township police and Greenville/West Salem police, they all might come together.  That, too, 
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though is going to require voter approval and approval at the council level. The Hempfield 

Township supervisors would want to have that to happen and the Greenville borough council 

would have to want that to happen before it could happen. Those are likelier scenarios, and right 

now you wouldn’t want to bet on it. Your money would be better spent on lottery tickets than on 

that, but it’s a possibility. 

 

SW: And the simple answer to that is state legislature is the only thing that can change state laws. 

 

PJM: What would you like to see changed? (pause) Don’t be bashful. 

 

Speaker: Well, I kind of want to know how Greenville will pay for the idea of lowering the real 

estate and raising the, what is it, the wage tax? PJM: It is called the EIT, the Earned Income Tax.  

Speaker: Earned Income. I like that idea. 

 

PJM: That’s one of the things that Home Rule will allow us to do that the state doesn’t allow us to 

do. Right now the state caps the earned income tax at 1%. Under a Home Rule Charter, if it was 

passed by the voters, that number could rise. The ones that we’ve seen stipulate that it could rise to, 

pick a number, 1.5%, 2%, whatever. We would, I think, create in the Home Rule proposal whatever 

that cap was. Let’s say the cap was 2%. The numbers are a little iffy, but the document that we got 

that was dated January 10 of 2018 from the tax collection agency, Berkheimer, indicated that there 

were 510 Greenville residents who paid zero EIT, zero Earned Income Tax.  I believe that means 

probably, since retirement income is not taxed in Pennsylvania, those 510 people are retired and 

they’re living on Social Security or pensions of some sort. I don’t know that for a fact; I can’t 

guarantee that they’re all in that category, but my guess is that most of them probably are. Another 

430-some earned less than $4,000 that could be taxed last year. This is for the year 2017. So that 

means that probably over 900 people are on very minimal income or they’re on Social Security and 

pensions. Likewise, as we’ve said, 41% of the real estate in Greenville is tax exempt. That’s where 

we’re sitting right now, the churches, all the churches, Thiel College, the hospital, the school district, 

those are all tax exempt.  So 59% are paying all the real estate tax. Again, I can’t swear to this, but I 

suspect strongly that those 510 people that don’t pay any, that are on Social Security, are part of the 

59% that are paying the real estate tax. And so to me, the fair thing, the equitable thing, would be if 

we allowed the borough council, and Home Rule Charter won’t raise the taxes, it just lets the 

borough council do that. It gives them permission to do that. The charter itself does not 

automatically raise the taxes. That’s a point to be made, I hope. If it were up to me, I would word it 

in a way that said for every quarter of a percent earned income tax rose, real estate millage would 

have to decrease by a certain amount. If you’re not paying any income tax at all and you’re paying 

real estate tax, it gives you a break. You have more money to spend now because you’re not paying 

as much on your real estate tax.  If you are working in Greenville and are living in Greenville, the 

taxes are going to go up some because the purpose would be to allow the borough council to take in 

more money. But it would be offset by the fact, OK so more of what I make is being taxed, but I’m 

paying less on my house. And it would, absolutely I don’t want to indicate that it would equal out, 
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because it wouldn’t.  But it would be a help. And I think that, in my mind, we owe that to the people 

who live here, and the people who are the retired people are probably the ones that have lived here 

the longest and gone through the most, and I think that’s certainly something that would be…I’m 

going to, assuming that we decide to go forward on this, I’m going to push very hard for that to be 

part of what we allow the borough council to do. 

 

Speaker: Everything you’ve said, doesn’t that discourage the people of the wage earning, let’s say 

30s, 40s, even 20s to move back into this area or move to this area.  And when you say the people 

who have been here and the people who are retired…when I’m retired I don’t want anybody to take 

care of me. I’m not owed anything.  I’ve earned what I’ve earned, I’ve collected my retirement. But 

for me, what you just proposed would cost me a lot of money. Why is that something that would 

incentivize this town to grow as opposed to shrink? 

 

PJM: I have two points to make on that.  First, if those people owned property in Greenville, the 

20-year-olds and the 30-year-olds and the 40-year-olds that were working in town, they would pay 

less on that property than they would otherwise.  That’s number one. Number two, I think that the 

money, properly managed, is going to improve the quality of life.  And so, would you rather live in 

Hempfield Township and work in Greenville, and we’re not allowed to increase the non-resident 

taxes more than one percent.  That would be the cap; that’s a state law that Steve’s been talking 

about.  It’s the same everywhere.  But if you have a house in Hempfield Township, as his article 

today indicated, its assessed value is going to be a lot more than the one in Greenville, because the 

last Greenville assessment was in 1974.  So the absolute number that you’re going to be paying is 

going to be less.  We also did a study on what that means in terms of what a rise of one half of one 

percent in the EIT means. And one of the data points was that 69% of the people in Greenville in 

2017 earned less than $25,000 a year. That’s based on the things that we got. (speaker inaudible) 

69% earned $25,000 or less in 2017. And that doesn’t count the 510 that didn’t earn anything, so 

that means that it’s even higher than that when you factor them in. And those are the people that 

paid income tax, earned income tax in Greenville, 69% of them earned under $25,000 last year.  And 

we figured that monthly…I don’t have the thing with me SW: I can dig it out somewhere.  PJM: 

Yeah, it came out to, at the $25,000 level, about $10 more a month that you would be paying into 

the income tax. 

 

SW: Which would create an extra $400,000 for the borough. (speaker inaudible) OK, you can think 

of it that way; you can think of it this way, too. Would you be willing to pay a couple of extra dollars 

a week out of your paycheck to have a couple of extra police officers on the street? Or more fire 

fighters for the fire department?  So you can look at it a couple ways and…To go back to what Paul 

said, too, and not to get too far off track, but this isn’t setting figures.  If this were to go through it’s 

giving the borough leeway to do that, and you all vote on that. 
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PJM: Yes.  We could set the cap on the figures, and a lot of the borough home rule charters that we 

see from other places, they do exactly that.  They say ‘the borough council has the ability to raise the 

income tax up to…’ and that’s it.  

 

Speaker: Can that be changed?  PJM: No. By amendment.  SW: Not by council but by the voters. 

 

PJM: OK, along those lines. If we adopt a Home Rule Charter for Greenville, and if that Home 

Rule Charter adoption is passed by the voters, it can’t be amended, by law, it cannot be amended for 

five years. I think that the thought process behind that is we didn’t get this way overnight, we’re not 

going to get out of it overnight. It’s got to have a chance to work.  Along the same lines, if we put a 

proposal in front of the voters and it’s voted down, and I’ve seen two of the numbers and I’m not 

sure which is correct.  It’s either two years or five years it can’t be brought back up again.  PH: I 

think it’s five years.  PJM: I think it’s five, but somebody said ‘it’s only two’, so I’m not sure.  But 

anyway, that’s it.  It’s going to be one way or the other and that’s going to be the way it is for five 

years. 

 

Now, one of the other things that a Home Rule Charter would allow, and this is a favorite of mine, 

too, I think, is a thing called initiative, referendum, and recall. Initiative and referendum deal with 

the borough ordinances. So let’s say that we passed this and you decide that you would like the 

borough council to pass an ordinance on whatever it is. And you go to a borough council and they, 

you say ‘borough council, would you please pass this ordinance?’ And they say, ‘thank you for your 

input; we’ll think about it. Well, we thought about it, we’re not going to do that, go away.’ Right 

now, you’re out of luck, at least until the next election and you can get those people voted off. If 

there is initiative, a specific number of registered voters in the borough can petition the court to put 

that ordinance on the ballot for the public to vote on at the next election. And again, it has to be no 

less than 60 days before the election and it has to be spelled out.  And what the Home Rule would 

do, it would say how many people you needed to have sign that petition.   A lot of the ones I’ve 

seen, it’s only five. It could be 10, it could be more. Then that ordinance would go on the ballot the 

next general election, the public would vote on it, and if it passed, borough council, here’s your 

ordinance that you didn’t want to listen to. If it failed, then it doesn’t. 

 

Referendum is the opposite. If there’s a proposal you don’t like, let’s say they raise the earned 

income tax to 2%, and you go to the borough council, and you say ‘please, sir, can you think about 

taking this away?’ And they say ‘thank you very much for your input.  We’ll think about it. Yeah, we 

thought about it, we’re not going to do that. Go away.’  Same thing.  You can get a group of people 

to put on the ballot a referendum that says this ordinance will be recinded. If it passes, it’s recinded.  

If it doesn’t, then it stays. 

 

Recall deals with the elected official. And right now, if you elect somebody…we elect somebody, 

I’m part of the group, too, OK, I vote too…we elect somebody and that person’s not really doing a 

very good job, they’re not doing what they campaigned on or whatever, right now you’re stuck.  
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They’re there until at least four years. Recall says that you can get put on the ballot that that person 

will be removed from office. Most of the charters will stipulate that that can’t happen within the first 

year that the person’s in office. You want to give them a chance to work their way in and everything 

else. So, if we had initiative, referendum, and recall as part of our Home Rule Charter, the citizenry 

have a lot more opportunity to have a lot more input into what the laws are and how they’re done.  

That would be something that we can’t do right now under the borough code.  That’s another … So 

I think that if that happened and people were moving out and businesses were dying even more than 

they are now and somebody wanted to use initiative and referendum, I think that certainly would be 

a possibility. 

 

And I’ve talked way too much tonight, so that if you…we really do want to hear from all of you. 

 

Speaker: Back to the taxing part of it.  Right now we have what I consider a school board that’s out 

of control when it comes to our property taxes. Would there be anything that could be written into 

the charter at all that could control that part of our property taxes? PJM: No.  Speaker: Nothing at 

all?   

 

PJM: No. Among other things, the tax exempt properties being one, the law specifically states that 

the Home Rule Charter can’t do anything involving the school district. So, no.  That would be a 

matter of being involved in the political part of it, in getting other candidates or whatever, but 

unfortunately through this, no. 

 

Speaker: On the opposite side, in Home Rule is there any that you could cut expenses that you can’t 

so with the borough?   Cut expenses. Under Home Rule cut expenses.  For that contract now, it’s a 

borough. If we decide to go to Home Rule, do we renegotiate that contract? 

 

PJM: No, that’s another thing that…in collective bargaining, the agreements that are in place have 

to stay in place.  So I think there are at least three.  There’s a fire department, police, and there’s 

public works that are collectively bargained, and that group has to stay. I guess under Home Rule 

you could stipulate that you were closing down a particular department or a particular area, probably 

we wouldn’t necessarily want to do that, but again, no, all the collectively bargained agreements have 

to stay put. (speaker inaudible) Well, exactly, until they come up for renewal. And again at that 

point it would be up to the borough council to, at that time, to say ‘we’re going to cut X number of 

positions or we’re going to add X number of positions or we’re going to restructure you in some 

way or another’ and then go from there and then see what happens under the collective bargaining. 

 

Speaker: Which we can do right now under the current form of government. 

 

PJM: Exactly.  We don’t need Home Rule to do that, but it would have to be at the end of the 

contract period. 
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SW: One of the things we can do is that indirectly, to answer your question, is to structure the form 

of government that would include some paying positions as well.  However, that may be, that’s 

some questions we’ll have out there for input.  Right now we have seven council members and a 

mayor, a weak mayor I believe is the proper term for the structure, we have a paid borough 

manager.  We could restructure all that.  Now it would be up to the council to decide what the pay 

was and who was hired, this and that. But, the structure of all that could all change.  If you want, you 

know, anything really. As we look down through other towns and how they run themselves, is there 

a better way?  

 

Speaker: Inaudible. 

 

PJM: We have … Speaker: Any kind of savings in these home rule communities, they’re only in 

home rule. 

 

PJM: Those are…Farrell has, for example, a development authority. And they have taken, by 

blocks, bought up houses, bought up buildings, they aren’t all necessarily houses, some could be 

businesses downtown, bought up buildings and renovated them or torn some of them down and are 

using to attract more business or more people.  The problem that we run into with that to get the 

thing rolling is…Farrell is, I think you said Sharon Steel PH: Yeah PJM: funded a lot of that.  So 

that they had money with which to work. That would be one of the things that Greenville 

development authority just to have a financial stream so that they could do that. They could say 

‘we’re going to buy these five dilapidated houses, tear them down, and create something there 

instead.’  

 

PH: That’s not exactly what he said.  He was asking about cutting costs. The answer to that is no.  

As a borough council we have the ability now to make whatever cuts , to make changes in whatever 

department we need to make, and there’s really nothing that Home Rule could add to that.  I don’t 

think you quite understood the question. 

 

PJM: The opposite of that.  Cut, no, but they’ve been able to create more income, more revenue 

than not, which is …the bottom line is a little easier. 

 

HJ: We’re talking Home Rule to change the structure of administration and that could possibly 

lower the cost of the administration and the borough government.  Let’s say we’d like a mayor to be 

in charge, or we can go with one with a borough manager theme. 

 

Speaker: People of Farrell or Sharon or whatever ..they consulted…they needed either one mayor 

or borough manager or whatever, one position. 

 

PJM: We’ve had copies of home rule charters that had the council consists of six elected council 

persons and a mayor.  The mayor is a member of council, the mayor is actually…most of them 
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stipulate the mayor is actually the council president.  The mayor runs the meetings and has a vote 

and all the rest of that stuff.  That would be one thing. The one form is called the council-manager 

form, which is something that we certainly are going to take a look at. 

 

SW: Administration officer, that’s the word I was looking for (laughter) instead of a manager, which 

basically handles the day-to-day duties but doesn’t have as much responsibility as a borough 

manager does.  That would be given off to a mayor, HJ: A strong mayor, the chief administrative 

officer is kind of like working for the mayor. And of course the elected mayor, the mayor is elected, 

so the chief administrative officer falls that way, it’s on the mayor. Vote him out of office. 

 

SW: Paul already knows that none of the council members or the mayor receive a penny of income 

for their service. 

 

Speaker: I’m on council, so I know that the residents of Greenville want their fire department, will 

want their police force, and what we’re doing now is trying to find money to do that. Because this is 

something that borough residents are used to and it’s something that we very much need (inaudible) 

not going to pay a salary.  In times past, as you know, the fire referendum a couple years ago passed, 

so they’re willing to pay for it. So I think that’s one thing you have to look at is Greenville has pretty 

good services and if we don’t want to lose that you’ve got to be willing to take quite a bit of care. 

 

PJM: Any other questions, any other observations? Is there anything you would really like to see us 

include in a charter?  Again, I don’t want to belabor the point, but if we decide we’re going to come 

up with a charter to put before the voters, there will be a draft version of that charter, we will come 

to public meetings, we will distribute that, we will explain it, we will let you take it home and read it 

through and share it with your neighbors and we’ll come back in two or three weeks and take input.  

If we need to modify it, we’ll modify it and then the same thing.  We’ll bring the modified version 

back and tell you what it’s going to be. If we’re going to vote on this in November of 2019, that 

means by early in September that has to be finalized. What we’re going to be voted on needs to be 

finalized. It can’t change after that. And so we would try to structure our public meetings and our 

neighborhood meetings in such a way that we give plenty of opportunity to have that kind of 

feedback. We have an opportunity to do that then. 

 

Now, again, if you get home and you’re watching the beer commercial on the Steeler game and you 

think ‘OH! I should have asked this!’ you’re more than welcome to come to the Senior Center on 

the 29th, you’re more than welcome to come to the meetings at St. Michael’s Church on December 

13. We’re not limiting anybody in that regard. 

 

HJ: If I could just add to that, if you go to Greenville’s website and go to the Home Rule Study 

Commission section of the web site, there’s a spot for comments.  And if you want to make a 

comment, hopefully the borough will let us know that there’s comments there, even if it’s negative. 
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SW: This whole thing is about the voters.  And I think the fact that we happen to be the 

seven…Steve Thompson’s not here, he’s the lieutenant of the fire department, he’s our seventh 

member, we’re residents and taxpayers just like all of you, I presume. And we just threw our hat into 

the ring to look into this a little further, but the ultimate decision and the benefit for all of us.  And I 

also said earlier that what you might understand and what this is all about, and is actually much 

simpler, what we’re here to do as far as the charter itself, is a skeleton, an outline. But it will give the 

borough more flexibility to do things, theoretically for the better, that they can’t do now. And they 

fill in the blanks; we don’t.  We don’t put any numbers in, we don’t put any names in, it’s just the 

flexibility it could potentially give to move in a positive direction 

 

HJ: If I could make a visual aid here, we liken the Home Rule Charter to a constitution. Well, this is 

the US Constitution (holds up a pamphlet version, very small and thin). All of it.  You could barely 

level a table leg with it. 

 

Speaker: I would just urge all of you…I’m back on the tax thing…and correct me if my stats are 

wrong, but you said about 60% make under 20 PJM: 25 Speaker: OK. There’s a large chunk of 

people that that half percent or that whole percent really impacts. Now they may not move to 

Hempfield, I work in Youngstown and people come there from Cleveland.  A lot of people where I 

live, close to me, would go to Youngstown or they would go to Grove City. I don’t think that there’s 

enough jobs right around here that it would be the same to just bump it out to Hempfield. They’re 

not building a lot of houses in Hempfield. I would just urge you guys to think about that 20 years 

down the road. What would that turn the town into?  We might not have a lot of people leave right 

away.  But if you increase the taxes, I don’t think that’s the way to go. And I think personally, your 

revision (?), personally I would push back on that. (comment inaudible) 

 

PJM: Anybody else have anything that they would like to add?  You still have a half hour to get 

home before the Steeler game starts, there’s time for coffee or whatever. No?  Thank you all for 

coming.  We really appreciate it. We will certainly continue to be in touch and let you know where 

we stand and how things are going and we’ll see what happens in a year from now.  Thank you very 

much. Have a good night. 


